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FIRST LADY

BY KATHERINE DAYTON

and GEORGE S. KAUFMAN
The Scenes

Act One
Living room in the Secretary of State's home, Washington, D.C.

Act Two
Scene 1. Carter Hibbard's study.
Scene 2. The Secretary of State's home.

Act Three
Again the Secretary's home.

Time
There is a month's time between each act.

Characters
Sophy Prescott........Jean Louise Boggess
Charles.................James Reed
Emmy Page..............Jane Fisher
Lucy Chase Wayne.......Laura Ann Johns
Stephen Wayne..........Jay Wesley Fitts
Belle Hardwick.........Elberta Casey
Mrs. Ives..............Eva Michaels
Ann Forrester...........Barbara Padgett
A Congressman's Wife...Hazel Thornton
Her Friend...............Charles Vaughn
The Baroness...........Jean Kline
Senor Ortega...........Marvin Press
Guests................Coaster Buress
Wally Stewart
A General..............James Costy
Maid..................Goldie Rosenworth
Mrs. Creevey...........Ruth Jean Elliott
Mrs. Davenport..........Lillian Buyeff
Senator Keane..........Tony Sott
Tom Hardwick..........James Mitchell
Irene Hibbard..........Lenore McCarthy
Bleecker...............James Goddard
Carter Hibbard..........Harold Silverman
George Mason..........Mac Perdure
Ellsworth T. Ganning...Woodrow Wilson
Herbert Sedgwick......James McCloskey
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TECHNICAL STAFF

Director ................................................. Oliver Cliff
Stage Manager ........................................... Joseph Agnello
Assistant Stage Manager ................................. John Harrison
Head Electrician .......................................... Dave Pierson
Assistant Electrician ...................................... Vance Colvig
Production Crew ................................. King Sawers, Perry Smith, Albert Kirkpatrick
Construction Crew ........................................ Elio Cava, Chester Jaques, Louis Hurwitz
Properties ...................................................... Barbara Plumb, Lorna Byer
Prompter ....................................................... Geraldine Lackey
Rehearsal Secretary ..................................... Phyllis Stewart
Wardrobe Mistress ......................................... Ruth Jean Elliott
Theater Editor ................................................ Blanche Turner
Set designed by ............................................... Dan Powell

ADMINISTRATIVE PERSONNEL

Mr. Harold Turney, executive director
Mr. Jerry Blunt, supervising director
Mrs. Lois Waag Morgan, art direction
Mr. Robert Whitten, theater management
Mr. Sterling B. Leach, technical supervisor
Miss Belva Dannaldson, secretary
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ORIGINAL ONE-ACT PLAYS
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April 24-28

Safety Notice: Look around now, choose the nearest exit to your seat, and in case of disturbance of any kind, to avoid the dangers of panic, walk (do not run) to that exit.